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CAD, 3D Modeling, Engineering Analysis, and Prototype Experimentation: Industrial and Research ApplicationsSpringer, 2014

	This succinct book focuses on computer aided design (CAD), 3-D modeling, and engineering analysis and the ways they can be applied effectively in research and industrial sectors including aerospace, defense, automotive, and consumer products. These efficient tools, deployed for R&D in the laboratory and the field, perform efficiently...
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AutoCAD 2008 3D Modeling Workbook For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2007
Conquer the complexities of AutoCAD 3D modeling
   Mastering AutoCAD is no picnic, and using it for 3D modeling is among the toughest challenges. This unique workbook offers over one hundred exercises that lead you skill by skill toward AutoCAD 3D success. You get the hands-on practice you need to tackle everything from solid...
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R Graph Cookbook Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2014

	Over 70 recipes for building and customizing publication-quality visualizations of powerful and stunning R graphs


	About This Book

	
		Create a wide range of powerful R graphs
	
		Leverage lattice and ggplot2 to create high-quality graphs.
	
		Develop well-structured maps for efficient...
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Python for Data Science For Dummies (For Dummies (Computer/Tech))For Dummies, 2019

	
		The fast and easy way to learn Python programming and statistics

	
		Python is a general-purpose programming language created in the late 1980s?and named after Monty Python?that's used by thousands of people to do things from testing microchips at Intel, to powering Instagram, to building video games with the...
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Getting Started with MuPADSpringer, 2005
The world of mathematics is probably one of the most fascinating creations of mankind. The world of mathematics with a Computer Algebra System, like MuPAD, is even more fascinating. With MuPAD, we can develop mathematical concepts, explore them and visualize them with just a few simple commands. This book is a gentle introduction to MuPAD – a...
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Visual Modeling with Rational Rose 2002 and UML (3rd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2002
Within the space of just a few years, the Unified Modeling  Language (UML) has emerged as the design medium of choice for developing  large-scale distributed object applications. The UML's standard semantics and  notation for describing object structure and behavior make it particularly well  suited to this function. Augmented by...
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Java for Data SciencePackt Publishing, 2017

	Examine the techniques and Java tools supporting the growing field of data science About This Book Your entry ticket to the world of data science with the stability and power of Java Explore, analyse, and visualize your data effectively using easy-to-follow examples Make your Java applications more capable using machine learning Who This Book Is...
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Microservices: Flexible Software ArchitectureAddison Wesley, 2016

	The Most Complete, Practical, and Actionable Guide to Microservices


	 


	Going beyond mere theory and marketing hype, Eberhard Wolff presents all the knowledge you need to capture the full benefits of this emerging paradigm. He illuminates...
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Microbiology with Diseases by Body System, Global EditionPearson Education, 2014

	
		For pre-nursing and allied health students (including mixed-majors courses).




	

	Explore the invisible 

	

	Robert Bauman’s  Microbiology with Diseases by Body System, Fourth Edition retains the hallmark art program and clear writing style...
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The Human Body: An Introduction to Structure and Function (Flexibook)Thieme Medical Publishers, 2004

	This exceptional resource offers a broad review of the structure and function of the human body. Each chapter is dedicated to a particular organ system, providing medical and allied health students and professionals with quick and comprehensive coverage of anatomy and physiology.
	
		Features:

	
		- All concepts are reinforced...
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No Starch Press, 2015

	Doing Math with Python shows you how to use Python to delve into high school–level math topics like statistics, geometry, probability, and calculus. You’ll start with simple projects, like a factoring program and a quadratic-equation solver, and then create more complex projects once you’ve gotten the hang of...
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Autodesk 3ds Max 2016 EssentialsSybex, 2015

	Start animating right away with this tutorial-based guide to Autodesk 3ds Max 2016


	Autodesk 3ds Max 2016 Essentials is your perfect hands-on guide to start animating quickly. Using approachable, real-world exercises, you'll master the fundamentals of this leading animation software by following full-color screen...
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